GABRIOLA COMMONS COORDINATING COUNCIL
NOTES OF MEETING – November 5th, 2019
Facilitator: Deb Ferens
Notes: Covenant Team
Present: Jinny H., Nancy H. P., Michelle B., Bob A., David L., Monica T., Patrick R., Judith R., Maya
R., Linda St. C., Stephanie-Marrie, K. Louise V.
1. Opening – Deborah began the meeting at 7:00pm with introductions. An acknowledgement of the
honour & privilege of meeting on unceded Snuneymuxn First Nations land was made with an
invitation to expand the acknowledgement. The recent historical B.C. legislation to honour First
Nations people in alignment with the United Nations Indigenous Peoples rights was added.
2. 20 minute discussion – Review the format of teams/task forces/etc. given the current context of
many groups.
i. Would not include a discussion of the Commons’ basic values & principles
ii. Could include discussion of “organizational ethos” – “how we do things around here”
This is an ongoing discussion. Suggestion made for two rounds sharing both positive and
negative/ inspiring and challenging aspects of team work. Comments:
Positives:
- structural flow of the commons works in a clear way
- progressively better regarding communication and values with example that the intention
toward shared responsibilities, stewardship and horizontal, shared knowledge
- blown away by the commons, dedication, organization, looking forward to being useful
- Commons is flexible enough to include partnership work for example the Namaste Commons
farm project
- strength in organizational structure as it is understood how it fits into larger structure
- strength in being part of the larger global commons initiatives
- booking team breakthrough example of validating deeper understanding of stewardship and
governance
- inspired by how much gets done at the commons
- people staying present in spite of challenges to vision and governance
- not just a meta project but we actually get things done
- strength in the consensus model is that we have to take time to listen, to be heard and
consider carefully what is being recommended
- the magic of the vision is felt as soon as you step on the land
- exciting that we have historical zoning as a community commons
- “when the seeds are planted, there is no rush, it will grow…
Negatives: -

how we communicate with wider community
how long it can take to get approval for decision
gaps in communication internally about deeper and bigger issues
struggle and work with diversity of things
slowness in moving forward though that can be a positive thing
consensus as a danger of becoming tribal
need sense of direction coming from a stewardship plan that can take us out of
team mandates and cross over from defense of territory and competition
discomfort with overlaps and gaps
learning to value the process
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-

challenge of each team establishing their mandate and endorsements from
other teams
mandates as institutional pressure
keeping things integrated, can be set in our ways – “professional retirees”
difficult and important position of the Commons being situated between the
state and corporate mind and work in the center of community
some teams are not working or inactive

3. Possible topics for future 20-minute discussions
Suggestion: Review response from teams to the proposal (attached below) from Islands
Future and Empower Gabriola Co-op for the Commons to provide charging stalls under a
new Hydro initiative
4. Reports
a. Communications Team – Jinny H. – report attached - emphasized that the logo/image
adoption is a 1-2 year trial period that will include review and feedback
b. Gabriola Arts Council – Michelle B. – letter attached – GAC has made the difficult decision
not to host a 2020 Cultivate Festival with the plan to recover, review and create a
community steering committee toward a 2021 festival. Michelle and GAC were
acknowledged for the integrity and clarity of their decision making
c. Reservoir project - Patrick R. – time now to move forward with larger preparations, permits
and financing (~ $6,000). Plans to acknowledge B. Rooks for his contributions and care
with the rockwork being done this weekend.
Action: meet with Finance Committee.
d. Process Team – David L. – no report – willing and able to talk
e. PMT – Bob A. – looking at ways to reduce energy consumption – considering heat pumps
for the upper floor of house as are on the edge of its electrical capacity - and electrical
assessment is underway - bicycle rack as a temporary fix in front of well system to prevent
people from backing up and damaging site – please do not remove - larger solution for that
triangle space – 5 or 6 campers on the Commons Land – PHC disengaged – difficult
situation as against the zoning
f. Covenant – K. Louise – Covenant is being reviewed by The Land Conservancy Board – we
continue to work on the stewardship plan and investigate other possible ways to hold the
covenant
g. Learning Opportunities – Maya R. – report attached - and secondary attachment regarding
Intergenerational Place-based Learning for Reconciliation - meeting first Thursday of the
month at 3:30
h. Kitchen – Maya R. – report attached - meeting first Saturday of each month at 9am
i. Bookings – Maya R. – report attached- next meeting Nov.15th at 2:30
j. Trustees – Maya R. – report attached - AGM held on October 27th
k. E-power proposal - Judith R. – Request from Islands Future and Empower Gabriola Co-op
to respond to Hydro opportunity (first come, first serve) to set in place charging stalls at the
Commons - we were unable to give an immediate okay without due process.
Action: expedite info to teams by including proposal in the minutes (below)
l. Farm Team – Judith R. - putting gardens to bed - no more incidents of threats - process of
legal proceedings not accepted by prosecutors - police and gardeners understand
frustration with process - local RCMP have offered to attend a council mtg. to update
Action: South gardeners to arrange a meeting with the RCMP
m. Events Team – Stephanie – Nov. 16th Craft Fair – please donate to the Silent Auction –
asking for bigger donations at this event – volunteers needed - generous amount of funds
earned by Events are being allocated to the Reservoir project
5. Need for Facilitators for Council Meetings
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There are no current facilitators. It is wonderful to commit and rotate the responsibility. Please
talk to your teams.
6. Next meeting: Tuesday, December 3rd, 7:00pm at the Commons upstairs.
a. Chair: Open
b. Notes: Events team

Attachments
Commons Communication Team Report - Jinny Hayes - November 5, 2019
One in-person meeting since our last report. - Next mtg: Nov 26 at 11.15
1. Commons image/logo. Tim Gambrill attended part of the mtg to learn our recommendations from
teams’ input and results of the brainstorming session. He subsequently submitted a modified image
to the team (circulated and attached), and the team decided to run with this for a couple of years as a
trial. It beautifully captures “where land and people meet”, can be rendered in any colour
combination, and is ideally suited for letterhead, website, T-shirts printing and adverts, etc.
2. Website. After significant work and much frustration using WordPress to build a website for our
complex Commons needs, the team supports Jinny in deciding to employ a professional to complete
the technical work. We have consulted 3 local experts and are in the throes of estimating costs and
assessing expertise. More to follow …
3. Communication and Languaging Strategies. Jan has recommended, for the sake of consistency in
how we present the Commons in various media, that we have a languaging document; she has begun
a draft and this will be discussed at our next meeting. In addition, we will be developing a
Communication Strategy that will help us – and all teams – to present Commons info and news in a
consistent manner. We will bring to Council and teams when these are ready.
4. Brochure. Uses of the Commons brochure have changed over time with increasing use of electronic
as opposed to print media. As reported last Council meeting, we are considering moving to a rack
card format. Primary uses for this are informing newcomers and tourists about Commons; Gabriolans
need and have other means of learning about and connecting with the Commons.
An aside: the Gabriola Chamber is changing and it will soon be time to decide whether or not the
Commons wishes to renew this relatively expensive membership (ref: Treasurer and Trustees).
5. Team Mandates. All teams are requested to review their mandates and submit them to Jinny:
communications@gabriolacommons.ca
6. Commons Instagram Account: Jennie Shillingford has offered to take on the posting and
monitoring of our account. New and past photos can be used from our renewed FLICKR site. Jinny
has put her in touch with Raymond Tremblay, our FLICKR guru. Please remember to submit your
photos to: FLICKR@gabriolacommons.ca.
7. Sorry, no further progress yet re: Kim Kasasian’s and Heather Menzies’ proposed “Infoboards”.
We have received their drafts, but we simply ran out of time at our last meeting. These will be
informed by our new Communication Strategy.
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Bookings Report to Council - Nov. 5th 2019 - Maya Ruggles
Met Oct. 25th: Bob Andrew joined us (with PMT perspective)
A. Reviewed flow chart (tool that Bookings developed to help determine which requests for
booking space are possible given our zoning - Commons Institutional and Commons
Agricultural)
• We’ve been using various requests to test the flow chart
• Developed some additional wording about our zoning and charitable status, which should help
deepen our understanding.
B. Review draft mandate, which is the first step in establishing a team (one of our
recommendations from the Taskforce)
• Mandate to go to teams for feedback
C. Much business deferred
Next Meeting: Nov 15, 2019

Kitchen Report to Council - Nov. 5th 2019 - Maya R.
A.

1st meeting of kitchen stewards team (KST) on Nov 3rd
Covered several things including:
•
shift schedule for Nov 4th 2019 to Nov 29th 2020
• Decided to open kitchen bookings and will add to the schedule:
• 2 PHC dates for workshops
• Spirit Feast
• GES food program in the kitchen (will coordinate with Michelle MacEwan about
details)
• monthly Team meetings and workbee deep cleans
• Meetings: first Saturday of the month at 9am
• Deep cleans: first Saturday of the month at 10am
B. Still to do:
• Another recruiting effort for stewards to fill seasonal gaps in shift schedule
• Continue work on kitchen binders and files (Maya R. and Nancy R.)
• Training in User Orientations (Maya and Sharon A. to facilitate)
C. Everything going well! Very Exciting! There are 6 full members with Allie returning in Dec.,
Louise as Summer backup, and Maya, Bob, and Jinny as emergency backup.
•

Next meeting: Dec 7th, 9am in Planning Room
Learning Opportunities meeting of Oct 24th
•
•
•
•

Small meeting - Deb and Maya
Discussed importance of setting a regular meeting time: decided to try the 1st Thursday of
each month at 3:30pm
Our mandate will get one more go on the team, then bring to Council, then out to teams for
feedback
Reviewed participation with the SFU/GES project “Intergenerational Land-based Learning for
Reconciliation”
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•
•
•
•
•

Mary Wilson began this connection by attending the first meetings and writing a letter of
engagement (support for the SSRHC grant proposal) - letter attached
The Gabriola Commons is named as a community organization in the grant (proposal
available on request); the LOT is the team through which Mary began her involvement
In Mary’s absence, Maya has been attending meetings for the project and will continue
to report back
Next meeting for this research project is Nov. 19th (time TBD)

Trustees Report to Council - Nov 5th 2019 – Maya R.
Issue of Heat Pump brought up questions about what are capital vs. operational costs, what team
pays for something like this, how we allocate electrical costs
Review of issues from monthly checkin with PHC
• Grant for cold storage at Nester’s includes some potential money for redoing irrigation in PHC
gardens - suggested that there be no drip irrigation…
• Discussion of Toy Drive in 2020 using the Timberframe
• Discussion of Commons water being taken for personal use, liability issues (not a municipal
supply); possible vouchers from PHC to clients for buying water from Nesters
• Leads to questions about how to get a Community Water supply happen.
Had AGM:
• Introduction by Deb outline World Commons Week (themes: Promote Knowledge, Promote
Experience, Expand Commons)
• New slate of Trustees: Remaining: Bob Andrew, Don Smardon, Danielle Artuso; joining by
acclimation: Maya Ruggles, David Lightly, Laura Handford, Linda Neilson, Stuart Wulf
Next Meeting: Nov. 19th, 3pm

The Gabriola Commons... where land and people meet
PO Box 94, Gabriola Island BC V0R 1X0
www.gabriolacommons.ca
November 29, 2016
Dear members of SSHRC:
We are writing this letter on behalf of the Learning Opportunities Team at the Gabriola Commons. As a team
dedicated to engaging the community in learning, we have read and strongly support the Project proposal for
Intergenerational Place-based Learning for Reconciliation. We are excited by the possibilities of this research
and its potential importance, locally and beyond.
About the Commons
The Gabriola Commons is best introduced by its Charter:
The Gabriola Commons is intended as a source of ecological and community well-being that exists in
perpetuity for the benefit of the people of Gabriola Island and the land on which it is situated. As a
source of well-being, the Gabriola Commons contributes to our sense of community, of belonging, and
of our bonds to one another and the land. It draws the community in, and brings the people of the
community closer to each other. It is a space for creativity and justice, for art and learning, and for
fairness and openness. The Gabriola Commons demonstrates ways to enhance sustainability, to
preserve ecosystems and biodiversity, and to promote equity both on this island and in the world. The
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land includes a number of significant natural gifts and community amenities in one contiguous property:
rich wildlife habitats; a pond and wetland area; open vistas and meadows; cedar groves and forests;
pathways linking neighbourhoods; a rural agricultural heritage and landscape for farming and gardening;
indoor gathering places for community celebrations and events, for solitude and sanctuary, performance
and festivity. The property of the Gabriola Commons is a gift from an earlier generation that we in
turn must pass on, undiminished and enriched, to those who follow us.” (2008, revised 2012)
The Gabriola Commons is simultaneously a place and an organization. As a place, the Commons is a 26-acre
property immediately across the road from the Gabriola Elementary School. It contains agricultural land, a house
used as a meeting space, a community commercial kitchen, a beaver pond, an area of Douglas Fir forest, and
several other ecosystems. The Commons property is owned by the people, not by private interests or the
government. It is stewarded by participants in the Commons. It is the mission of the Gabriola Commons
Foundation to hold the property in perpetuity for the people of Gabriola. As an organization, the Commons is
non-hierarchical and operates from a stewardship model through consensus decision-making.
About our participation as a Community Partner in the project
We imagine a dialogic and iterative process that would fully explore the Commons involvement in the research
project. The Learning Opportunities Team at the Gabriola Commons looks forward to leading the Commons’
involvement. Place-based education seems particularly important when the place in question is small community
in a fragile ecosystem.
Several other Commons' teams offer contexts for place-based learning of various kinds. For instance, the
Covenant Team is currently completing a draft of a community covenant, perhaps the first in Canada that
upholds a land-based covenant alongside a cultural component. As supplemental to the Covenant, this team is
developing two documents: a Stewardship Plan and a Baseline Report. It is the governance model that brings all
the teams together to steward the Gabriola Commons.
Nature of our involvement
At the outset, we anticipate the Commons’ involvement in the project in three ways.
First, we are revitalizing the Learning Opportunities Team after a short hiatus. As part of the process, we will be
reworking our team mandate to guide and commit us to the broader project of Truth and Reconciliation. We will
continue to forward proposals at the Commons with the aim of engaging all participants in learning how to be
effective allies in this larger journey. We will offer various events and opportunities for dialogue that are
grounded in such learning.
Second, we would like to be involved in teaching and learning about governance through the project. The
Commons governance structure is non-hierarchical and consensus-based. Teams plan and participate in work on
the Commons; a monthly coordinating Council, with representation from all teams and interested community
members, discusses and shares decision-making when projects have an impact on more than one team. Our
governance has itself emerged through discussion and consensus, and is both an important part of the Commons
and a valuable example of a way of decision-making that involves everyone in a stewardship role.
Third, we will continue to welcome teachers and students from the school to the property. Many teachers from
the school bring students to the Commons for field trips and we certainly expect that to continue. We will extend
this welcome to mentors, elders and students from other learning contexts.
Participation in governance
We would like to both share and model a governance structure that attempts to let every voice be heard, and
have decisions be made on the basis of consensus emerging as concerns are fully explored. We see this model of
governance as being potentially very useful for a project that will combine several community organizations
along with academic researchers.
In-kind and/or monetary contributions
As a non-profit organization sustained by community donations and without paid staff, we are not in a position
to offer a monetary contribution to the project. As well as the involvement described above, we can make
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practical/logistical contributions:
1. access to a commercial kitchen
2. access to meeting rooms and outdoor space, including a trail network
Anticipated outcomes
We anticipate several outcomes from the project.
1. We anticipate that children on Gabriola will become more familiar with the Commons, both as a form of
making decisions and as a physical place. It is our hope that the children of Gabriola will come to
treasure the Commons as much as those involved with it now do, and help to ensure its preservation as a
natural, agricultural and cultural space for future generations.
2. We anticipate opportunities to participate meaningfully in the work of reconciliation.
3. We anticipate an opportunity to share our decision-making process with other groups on the island, helping to
grow a spirit of cooperation and open discussion that we feel should inform island life.
4. We anticipate opportunities for multi-generational learning opportunities, where children and adults learn,
share and explore together.
5. We anticipate opportunities for ecosystem learning and increased eco-literacy for the children as they explore
the Commons.
We look forward to learning more about the anticipated research, and participating in it as it unfolds.
Sincerely,
Mary Wilson
Maya Ruggles
For the Commons Learning Opportunities Team

Sharing the Commons
Application for projects proposed for the Gabriola Commons
SECTION 1: COMMONS LAND-USE SHARING FORM
A. Applicant: Island Futures Society & Empower Gabriola Co-operative
Date: October 8, 2019
Name: Electric charging stations on the Commons
Contact Information:
Name: Jan Pullinger
Email jan_p@commoncause.ca
Organization: Island Futures Society with Empower Gabriola Co-operative
Brief description of organization or group’s activities and focus for this particular project:
Island Futures is a local organization that supports ideas generated through Sustainable Gabriola.
It works towards community self-sufficiency, ensuring our social and economic systems provide
adequately for a diverse population and that we live in ways that protect and preserve the natural
environment that sustains us. As well as purchasing the new camera and pen, Island Futures has
played a key role in developing GERTIE, converting used deep-fry oil into clean biodiesel and
GLEAN all-purpose soap, the creation of a truck-share co-op, the popular Heat Pump initiative, the
Gabriola Green-house Gas Inventory, and the new Gabriola Co-op Network.
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Empower Gabriola Co-operative is a Gabriola co-operative dedicated to providing sustainable
energy education and alternatives for Gabriolans and to contributing to significant reductions in
Gabriola’s GHG emissions.
Our vision for this project is to create a network of community-owned charging stations on the
island that keeps pace with and encourages the growing use of electric vehicles and e-bikes on
our island.
Proposal: to support the installation on the Commons of dual 2 level 240V chargers for electric cars and
for electric bicycles.
B. Project: (Describe fully)
The two organizations have agreed to undertake to apply for 50% funding from BC Hydro under
the Commercial grant program as well as to provide the 50% matching funds that are required for
the installation of the charging station. We propose to install a locked donation box at the site,
and ask users to pay at least $1 per EV charge (less for bikes). Part of the donated funds would
pay for power used (approx. $.45 per 1 hour charge) and the rest would go towards retiring the
loans from Island Futures and Empower Gabriola Co-operative (funding the installation). As we
pay off one installation, we will re-loan the funds for another.
Describe how this project will benefit the community See above
Describe as accurately as possible your need for space (facility, land?)
The need for space is less than 1 sq.metre, in the northeast corner of the west parking lot to
facilitate hookup to the electrical panel in the goat barn.
What does the project require in infrastructure? (water, sewage treatment, energy?)
Hook-up to the electrical grid.
How will you/ the community access the project? What will be your parking requirements?
Access to the parking space at the electrical charging station
Will space being requested be available for other uses? No
Anticipated number of people using the space: short term numbers 2 at a time
What will be the impact on flora and fauna? n/a
C. Finances
Describe your optimal lease/rental agreement or use-agreement
This would be an equipped space offered to the community at no charge.
The funds donated to the donation box on site will more than cover the cost of electricity for the
charging (at $.45 per 1 hour charge). An agreement will be drawn up to define this usage.
What costs might be involved in making the space/facility/land meet your needs?
(perhaps signage)
How will any funding for use of electricity be secured?
Through donations by users into locked box at station.
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What do you see as your financial responsibilities? None
The role of the Commons is that of property owner, whose approval is required for the application
to BC Hydro for the project.
BC Hydro's grant program requires the applicant to be an "employer".
This could be GERTIE, as an employer with "5 or more than employees" and based on the
property.
D. Timeline:
Effective start date? Could be as soon as the application is approved.
Length of time for space use? If this is well used, it could become part of the Commons'
sustainability plan.
Section #2

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.

Criteria/Guidelines in evaluating appropriateness of project

A. Does this meet the Charter’s goal of sustainable development?
How does the project fit within the Infrastructure Team’s Green Building Guidelines? (See
Web Commons’ web site) Charging station for electric vehicles - Yes!
Does the proposed project require water, electricity, sewage treatment, parking etc.? It
requires hookup to the grid and a dedicated parking space
What will be the short term/long term impact of this use on the Commons?
Success will bring appreciation by community
B. Does this fit the Commons concept of community access?
How would the Commons benefit? good pr
Will others have any access to what you are proposing? Yes
What has been the community input, consultation or feedback?
Several Electric charging stations exist elsewhere on the island. The more the better.
C. Are there regulatory issues involved?
Is the project within the land use proposal submitted to the ALC? (Web link)
Does the project require changes to zoning to proceed> No
Are permits required? (Building Permit, Health approvals, etc.)
Applied for by whom? Island Futures and Empower would apply
D. What, if any, renovation or construction planning is required? one meeting

1.
2.

E. What financial issues are involved?
What costs are involved? None
What is the source of our financing this project? None needed.

1.
2.
3.

F. What is the Management plan?
How will the site/building be maintained? To be discussed
How will you evaluate the success of this agreement on a regular basis?
How is the community used planned (booking assistance etc).

Island Futures Society and Empower Gabriola Co-operative would like the Commons to support the addition of dual
2 level 240V chargers for electric cars at the Commons - at no cost to the Commons. We are also exploring the option of
combining the electric car chargers with two chargers for bikes.
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We would appreciate you taking this through the Commons process. Here’s the detail:
Our two organizations have agreed to do the work to apply for 50% funding from BC Hydro under the Commercial grant
program as well as to provide the 50% matching funds that are required. We propose to install a locked donation box at
the site, and ask users to pay at least $1 per EV charge and less for bikes. Part of the donated funds would pay for
power used (45 cents per 1 hr charge, approx.) and the rest would go towards retiring the loans from I.F. and Empower
Co-op. Our vision is to create a network of community-owned charging stations on the island that keeps pace with and
encourages the growing use of electric vehicles and e-bikes on our island. As we pay off one installation, we will re-loan
the funds for another.
What we need from the Commons is its approval, as the property owner, for the installation of these chargers in order for
us to apply to B.C. Hydro’s grant program. GERTIE can be the employer as it has the ‘ 5 or more’ employees required
to qualify.
We would appreciate a response to our request as quickly as is practical for the Commons so we can proceed with the
funding application. We are keen to do this project and want to apply as early as possible before the funding runs out.
Again, there will be no cost to the Commons and our organizations will undertake to do the work of getting the grants
and installing the chargers. We would like to work together with GERTIE and the Commons on placement and other
issues that arise in the installation process.

Hello Commoners,
I want to bring you in on some Cultivate decisions that the GAC board has recently made. We haven’t made this
conversation public yet, although we have informed the Cultivate team coordinators and a few other key volunteers.
The members of the GAC board were engaged in numerous long discussions about Cultivate from the moment we
heard the final dance beats from Caleb Hart and the Royal Youth late on Sunday evening. After a series of meetings
and detailed consideration, a decision was reached about the short- and long-term future of this great event.
In the end, here’s what was decided: Organizationally and financially, GAC needs more time to recover and rebuild
from Cultivate 2019, and to build up the necessary resources for the next edition. The plan: GAC will work with
partner organizations—the Commons being the first and most important—and individuals in the community to offer
a new and—imagine it!—improved Cultivate Festival. Our target date is July 2021. Early in the new year we’ll be
calling together a group of committed people and interested stakeholders to form the Cultivate Festival Steering
Committee. In this new plan, this committee—which I hope will include at least a couple of Commons
representatives—will have 20 months to create a beautiful, exciting, engaging, community-based celebration of arts
and performance.
Just as leaving a field fallow for a year will increase nutrients and vitality, we expect that in a year of lying fallow, the
Cultivate Festival will be enriched, healthier, and even better able to support and sustain itself. This committee will
be charged with, among other things, ensuring that the high artistic standards of Cultivate are maintained; working
respectfully with volunteers and other contributors to ensure that no-one is stretched beyond capacity, and that
everyone has the information and tools they need to do a great job; making sure enough financial resources are
available to guarantee success; and ensuring that we respect the land on which the festival is held.
One thing was clear throughout the discussions: The festival was an unequivocal success on many important
levels, including: hundreds of locals of all ages enjoyed live music and theatre; families hung out with other families;
local music and theatre performers had an opportunity to perform in front of enthusiastic audiences; local artists
and artisans displayed and sold their work to appreciative browsers and buyers; and local food producers offered
tasty meals throughout the weekend.
This success was only possible because of the hard work, vision, experience, and dedication that so many of
you brought to the festival—on Cultivate weekend, and for the many weeks and months before. On behalf of
the board, and personally as well, I want to send heaps of gratitude and appreciation your way.
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The GAC board and staff are disappointed about the gap this will leave in next summer’s celebration schedule. But
mostly, we’re excited about the opportunity to take time to reflect and reorganize, to build resilience for the
organization and for everyone involved in making this festival happen, and to work with other organizations—the
Commons, of course, and others too—to share responsibility for the long-term success and viability of this important
event.
And finally, I want to acknowledge the big artistic vision, deep caring, and inclusive energy that Mitch brought to this
event over the past two years. As you all know, this celebration would not have happened in this way without his
contribution.
Thanks again, Commoners, for sharing in the success of this beautiful community event. Please let me know if you
have questions or concerns. I’m always available to talk. I plan to attend the November Council meeting, and will be
happy to answer questions there as well.
Michelle
Michelle Benjamin
Executive Director, Gabriola Arts Council
michelle@artsgabriola.ca | www.artsgabriola.ca | 250-247-7409
Grateful to be on the traditional territory of the Snuneymuxw First Nation

